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Unidades in english

Free, fast and simple translation dictionary copyright © 2000-2020 Interglot ® [uniلdad■i ] female noun 1. section2. (technical, business) unit unidade central de processamento (informatics) central processing unit unidade de disco (informatics) driveCopyright © 2014 by HarperCollins Publishers. All rights reserved. In
other languages Translate your text for free Source Translation of unidade from Collins Portuguese to English News from Collins Examples of unidad in a sentence Example suggestions from Collins Corpus #Ardanza considers that no milagro recuperar la unidad en Ajuria Enea. El Mundo del Siglo Veintiuno (1996)En la
confluencia con la plaza habían coincipido un convoy de artillería y una unidad del Tercio. Ramón Mayrata El imperio desierto Trends of use View for: All years Last 10 years Last 50 years Last 100 years Last 300 years In other languages Translate your text for free Source Translation of unidad from Collins Spanish
news from Collins Spanish word of the week: ojalá Spanish word this week is ojalá Learn its meaning and how it is used! Read more Our Usage Update There are many different influences on the way English is used around the world today. We look at some of the ways in which language changes. Read our series of
blogs to learn more. Read more Learning Spanish: Common courtesy Whether you're visiting a Spanish-speaking country or even planning to live there, you'll want to be able to chat with people and get to know them better. The nuts and bolts of conversation revolve around common courtesy. Read more Unlock Spanish
with the Paul Noble method The Paul Noble Method: no books, no rote memorization, no chance of failure. Start with the full Spanish beginner course, then follow with the next Spanish steps. Read more Join the Collins community All the latest wordy news, language skills, offers and contests every month. Read more
1.1Business Mathematics unidades, decenas y centenas - units, tens and hundredsprecio por unidad: 2 euros - two euros eachEs el colaborador director del jefe de unidad. En su calidad de Jefe de una unidad de educación permanente, coordinó una encuesta nacional sobre alfabetización, y cientos de mentores de
estudiantes de posgrado. Sólo que ahora ya no despacha hasta arriba, sino sola, sin colaboradores, en un escritorio, reducida a jefa de unidad. Verificar y registrar la información de las nóminas de graduando demitidas por las unidades académicas. La Dirección de Postgrado es una unidad académica delidiente de la
Vicrrectoría Académica.Promover communication between the different academic units of teaching and research at the University.Decae the city and grow these new social units and territories. Volunteer Firefighters from Theodolin presented a new unit of Maria Teresa volunteers presented a new unit. I believe that in
order to develop and contribute to national unity we must be constructive. We want education to be a national unit. The challenge is to consolidate the national unity agreement signed with the main parties. The records of administrative units that depend on organisations and entities of regional ownership of a higher
scope than the provincial one. A test that has already surpassed 151 networks with 12,264 business units. TACA's regional business unit complements the Central American route network. In addition to professional telephones, this business unit produces links and other telecommunications equipment. Production
facilities are too mobile units and management techniques are too flexible for workers to act effectively. Pets are prohibited from moving to transport units. An estimated 40 people travelled to each collective transport unit. It shall be carried out per unit of transport and with an output number of the main zone. Cineduca An
audiovisual production and training unit of the CFE. The wax of the new tables must come from organic production plants. Company, is the production unit consisting on a capitalist basis. The creation of community management units in Moron at the initiative of the municipality and the participation of the neighborhood.
The composition of departments or administrative units is now being recast to contain professionals with a variety of skills. In order to form the Development Plan as an administrative unit, it requires a management system that orients its implementation. Numbers that go before a unit of measure. Indicates the quantity to
be moved to the input unit of measure. Prayer for unity has an undeniable missionary dimension. Each unit has wide graphics that allow you to integrate into the natural landscape. These units will have a total length of 75 m.Some children need to spend some time in a special newborn care unit. The intensive care unit
then seemed the panacea for solving this vital endoy. High concentrations of this allergenic powder have been measured in intensive care units and surgeries. A research unit requires people, money and time. Psychological Interaction Research Unit of the University of Valencia. Construction of a museum, research units
and even a nursery of native trees is already underway at this center. Let's go for a government of national unity. It is expected to form a national unity government incorporating Zelaya supporters. With these plants, waste can be Position. Unfortunately, these units cannot take place this year. Extremely flexible, the main
unit can be removed from the base. Age progress allows you to create new mythical and stronger units. We will create unity and academic and productive progress to achieve this hope. The fixed unit was created in 2003 with a value of one weight. Number of units of the same execution from an image or drawing. Next
quarter, the iPhone is likely to move to the iPod in number of units sold. Oaxaca is among the seven largest entities in the country with the largest number of maize plants. Sampling sites were selected taking into account the different vegetation units. The investigation was carried out in collaboration with various police
units of the united Unido.Se and a major police apparatus was also created involving various police units. The various modules or subsystems of the company. Use of different thermometric scales and different energy units. This campaign is supported by various health units and other public bodies. There are units from
$70,000 to 200 underground garages. It should also be noted that there are units that serve two functions. There is no absolute unity or source of myth. National unity has been called upon to emerge from the crisis. I liked to hear your call to the party unit after the rant. To the federal legislature, I support my call for unity
and co-responsibility. Systematic implementation of such teaching units and projects. They weren't talking about prisoners, for example, but they said units. Currently, this drive has a storage capacity of 40 Mb.Maintaining the drive and identity of each family kernel. At the strategic level, however, the unity of the West was
sustained. In brief, Lazo concludes that it is better to maintain unity than distinction. The unit must be ready by the end of this year. Each unit should set medium- and long-term research objectives. Any unit must be easily labelled for easy identification. It's the same unit we're claiming and fighting for today. Two years
later, the same unit performed only four such procedures. The same police unit in this community has been attacked several times by suspected criminals. The other teams have a unit to their credit. It has dry sanitation units, a rainwater collection and storage system. The importance of having real sports units in the
head and city councils is vital. This amount could allow the creation of a real agricultural production unit. Create production of toilets by the community itself. The creation of a cycling unit started again with the implementation of the bike path. The mayor of Peñalolén says they will play it for internal competition and rejects
the unity table agreement. We are quite clear that we are raising concerns both about the government's players and about the unity table itself. Each section provides configuration estimates for each unit. An important feature of the new system was the drastic reduction in the size of polling stations. In Posada there are
single-powered units such as Manadial and Carrillo Hospital. Trapero, who is 49, took a 16-point lead from him. Penultimate race in Crea as the 28th say goodbye to this unit. They are currently last with 27 points and a defeat would send them directly with one foot in the second. The guard told me that the units were
already gone... It was Saturday at noon. Let me ask you the abuse and incorrect use of certain conditions to create different units of measurement.1.2 (one fleet) Naval vessel (one train) carrying British various public transport units were destroyed in the fire - a number of buses (or trains etc.) we were destroyed in
payment fire unit — this vehicle partially exchanged for the train consisted of eight units — the train consisted of eight cars1,3 (size) metric unit — metric unit of weight/time1.4 (in book, text) First unit — Unit One
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